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OPERATE KON-QPERATE

E 527

(L)

Inner

Wdg,
(1000
ohms)

Special requirements to insure fast release,

Readj. .015 amp, Readj . .010 amp.

Test .016 amp. Test .0095 amp.

W.C.C. .0185 amp.

RELEASE

Hold:
Readj. .011 amp.

Test .012 amp.

W.C.C. ,012 amp.

Outer Test .041 anp,

Wdg, W.C.C. .086 amp,

(500 ohms).

E547

(T)

Outer
Wdg.
(400
ohms.

)

Inner
Wdg.

(900

Ohms) •

Spl.E9
Dk)876
Coded

Special requirements to insure fast release.

Readj. .048 amp.

Test .051 amp.

W.C.C. .107 anp.

Test .016 amp.

W.C.C. .048 anp,

Readj. .039 amp,

Test .037 amp.

W.C.C . .017 amo.

Test ,0036 amp.

E551

T?0TE: iJ-* This relay shall be equipped with a removable

Armature stop (Piece part 163914).

Special requirements to meet circuit condiuions#

Armature travel .020" _+ .OC'25".

Readj. .0254 amp. Readj. .0215 amp#,

Test .0268 amp. Test .0205 anp..

W.C.C. .0164 anp.
w w — or

'

(P.B.X. ) W.C.C. .0268 amp.
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METHOD OP OPSBATICN
SCEMATIC

For - Final Selector Circuit - With Marginal Test Arranged
Line Testing Full Mechanical Switching System

For - Pouting Subscriber’s

. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

I 1, This circuit is used in a full mechanical office, for establishing connections

^between the originating subscriber and the terminating subscriber or P.B.X, line, and

is selected by either a local, cordless or an interoffice incoming selector. This

circuit may also be used vdth a portable or permanent subscriber’s line test set for

the purpose of establishing connections between the test set and any line vdthing its

range, or to select any or all of the lines in a bark, step-by-step under the control

of the test set.

Z, The principal functions of this circuit are as follows;

-

( 1 )

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

To select the called line and establish talking connection*

To test the line for busy*
To hold it busy to other hunting selectors while in use*

To give a busy back signal to the calling subscriber or operator when the

desired line is busy*
To select a non-busy line in a P*B#X* group.

To provide means whereby a line test set may be used for routine testing of

lines*

DETAILED 'PESCBIPTION

^GEL^GALLS

I

3, When an incoming selector connects to the tip, ring and sleeve tenninals of

this circuit, ground is connected to the sleeve terminal through the associated incoming

circuit thus making this circuit test busy to other hunting incoming seleocors, and the

fundamental circuit is closed operating the L, relay# The fundamental circuit is traced

from batteiy through the inner winding of the L relay, lower inner contact of oam G,

and the upper inner contact of cam F, over the tip side of the circuit, throu^ the asso-

ciated incoming circuit and the stepping relay in the sender circuit shown) , batk

to ground in the associated incoming circuit. The L relay, operated (a) locks

ircuit from battery through its inner winding and make contact, loy^r_ outer contact

(Sm G, and xipper inner contact of cam F, thence over the fundamental circuiw to gro-jr in

jhe associated incoming circuit, and (b) closes a circuit from ground on its aj^mavnie.j

through the lower inner contacts of cam B and D and vdnding of the relay to
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!BC relay operates in this circuit ard locks in a circuit froin battery through its
winding and make contact to ground on the aleeve of the associated InociQing circuit*
The CC relay operated, closes a circuit from ground on its armature, through the upper
outer contact of cam C to battery throug^h the H magnet, advancing the switch to position
2 . 4

4# In poaltion 2 a circuit is closed from ground on the armature of the Ii relay^
through the inner contacts of cam S, to battery through the high speed jBS) magnet^
causing the selector to move upward for brush aoleotlon. As the seleotor moves
ward, carrying the commutator brushes over the comnutator ae^ento, the A segments
and brush intermittently connect ground to the tip side of the fundamental circuit
through the lower outer contact of cam F, holding the L relay operated, but successive-
ly short circuiting the stepping relay in the associated sender circuit, thus releasing
smd permitting the re-operation of the stepping relay until sufficient impulses have
been sent back to satisfy the sender. The fundamental circuit is then opened by the

sender releasing the h relay. The L relay released, opens the circuit through the

high speed magnet, thus 'stopping the upward movement of the selector, and closes a cir-
cuit from ground on its armature throu^ the upper outer contact of cam B to battery
through the R magnet advancing the switch to position 3, yith the switch In position
3 the trip magnet (3M) operates in a circuit from battery through its winding to ground

through the upper outer contacts of cam I.

5. In position 3, the B relay re-operates and locks in the fundamental circuity

closing A circuit from ground on its armature, through the upper inner contact of Gam

B, to battery through the B magnet advancing the switch to position 4. In position 4,

the HIGH SPEED magnet is again energised causing the selector to move upward for tons

selection. The TBIP magnet being operated in position 3 to 6, the previo'usly selected

set of brushes is tripped as the seleotor starts upward In position 4, As the se^*

lector moves upv/ard, carrying the brushes over the cociiiutator segments, the B segment

abd brush intermittently connect ground to the tip side of the fundamental circuit,

through the upper outer contact of cam G, holding the L relay operated, but succesotvely

short circuiting the stepping relay In the associated sender circuit, thus releasing

and permitting the re-operation of the stepping relay until sufficient pulses have been

|sent back to satisfy the sender. The fundamental circuit is then opened by the sonderj,

releasing the L relay. The release of the L relay, closes a circuit through the Ii

magnet which advances the switch to position 5, In position 5, the I* relay again oj^er-

ates and locks in the fundamental circuit, closing a circuit from ground on its arma-

ture to battery through the B magnet, advancing the switch to position 6.

6. In position 6, the low speed (BS) magnet is energized in a circuit from battery

t through its winding, upper inner contact of cam D, and lower Inner contact of cam E, to

*
ground on the anjiature of the L relay, causing the selector to move upv/ard for units

^
Ipelection, As the selector moves upward cariying the brashes over the commutator segment,

the XJ commutator brush and se^ents intermittently connect ground to the tip side of the

fundamental circuit through the lower outer contact of cam F, holding the L relay opera e

but sucoesaivsly short circuiting the stepping relay in the associated sender

thus releasing and permitting the re-operation of the stepping relay until ^fficient

pulses have been sent bade to satisfy the sender* The fundamental circuit is i^han openw

by the sender releasing the L relay. The L relay, released, opens the circuit through
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the LS magnet atopping the upward movemont of the selector, and closes a circuit froir
ground on its amaturs, through the contact of the T-l ;)aclc, and lower contacts of
cam P, advancing the switch to position 7, In position 7, the L relay again operates
and lochs in the fundamental circuit, advancing the switch to position 8, the A cam
carrying the switch to position 9, ^en the sv/itch advances beyond position 7-1/2
the L relay is held operate^ in a circuit from battery through its inner winding and
mahe contact to ground on cam X, In position 9, the 5? relay operates in a circuit
from battery through the inner contacts of cam I, outer winding of the T relay, lower
contacts of cam S, to ground on the aixoature of the L relay,

LIH5 OF A P, B.^X,. GEOUP NOT BUSY.

1

*^* 2!hQ T relay, operated in position 9, closes a circuit from grotond through
he lower inner contact of csm Z, through the lower inner contact of cam J, m^e
contact of the 5? relay, through the lower outer contact of os® B to battery throng
the E magnet, advancing the switch to position lO, the A cam carrying the switch to
position 11, The L relay releases when the svdtch advances beyond position 9, If
the sleeve brush is resting on the sleeve terminal of an idle P,B,X, or individual
line Tjdien the switch leaves positions 9, the T relay releases. The release of the
T relay advances the switch to position 13 in a circuit from ground on cam I, throu^
the lower inner contact of cam J

,
break contact of the T relay, and lower inner con-

tact of cam B, to battery through the E magnet. The A cam advances the switch to
position 14, In position 14, a circuit Is closed frcm ground on the aimature of the
L relay, to battery through the E magnet, advancing the switch to position 15, (talk--
ing position). The release of the ^ relay in position 9 also connects battery through
the lower contacts of cam K, the 18 Q resistances, break contact of the T relay, lowei
inner and upper outer contacts of cam L, and sleeve brush to the sleeve terminal of
the selected line, thereby making it test busy to any other hunting selector. When
the switch enters position 12«3/4, a circuit is closed from ground on cam I, through
the lower outer contact of cam E, to operate the selector grovtp register,

8, Vs/hen the associated Inccmlng selector retiirns to nonoal, ground is discon-
nected from the sleeve terminal, thus releasing the UK relay. The IK relay, released,
connects ground through the inner contacts of cam I, bre^ contact of the '-IK relay,
to the sIqqyq terminal thus holding the selector busy to other hunting incoming se-

lectors until the switch advances to normal, and closes a circuit from ground on its

armature, throu^ the lower outer and upper inner contacts of cam N, to battery

through the outer winding of the L relay. The L relay operates in this circuity ad-

vances the switch to position 16 and locks provided the receiver at the called sta-

tion has not been replaced on the switchhook. The locking circuit is traced from

battery throu^ its inner winding and make contact through the outer contacts of c?32b

M, E brush and terminal, over the ring side of the called line, through the subscr:^—

ber*s set, back over the tip side of the line, through the T terminal and brusn.,^aud

lower outer contact of csm J, to ground on cam I, In position 16, the 18-AE resis-

tance is connected throu^ the lo\7er contacts of csm U, in parallel with the inner

winding of the L relay. This insures the release of the L relay with a 10,000 oxun

leak across the line. In position 16 ground on the armature of the L relay is con-

nected throu^ the lower inner contact o£ cam and tha upper outer contact of csm
t
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to the (P,S«) selector tDse alalsn circuit, thereby operating an alam if the switch

xeaains in position 16 for an abnomal length of time, “Wien the receiver is re-

placed on the switchhooR at the called station, the L relay releases, advancing the

switch to position 17, In position 17^ a circuit is closed from ground on the arma-

ture of the UK relay, throu^ the lower outer contact of cam C, to battery throu^
the R magnet, advancij^ the switch to position 18* 3Jhe TRIP magnet is operated in

position 17 and 18 to guard against the brushes catching on the trip finger on the

downward movement. In position 18 a circuit is closed from ground on cam I, throi^gh

the upper outer contact of cam slower outer contact of cam R, and the upper outer

contact of cam R, to battery through the ROW magnet, causing the selector to move

downward, liShen the selector has returned to nonoal, a circuit is closed from ground

through the Y commutator brush and segment, and upper inner contact of cam C, to

batteiy through the R magnet^ advancing the switch to position 1,

9, If the sleeve brush is resting on the sleeve terminal of a busy individual

line, when the switch enters position 9, the P,B,X, and TB relays operate, in a cir-

cuit from ground through the lower inner contacts of cam I and H, winding of the

P,B,X, relay, winding of the TB relay, make contact of the T relay, lower inner and

upper outer contacts of cram L, and S brush, to battery on the sleeve terminal of the

busy Individual line. The T relay holds In a circuit throu^ its inner winding to

ground on the armature of the TB relay, advancing the switch to position 10, the A

cam advancing it to position 11, VIhen the switch advances beyond position 9, the L

relay releases. In position 11, a circuit is closed from ground on the armature of

the L relay, to battery through the R magnet advancing the switch to position 1.-, In

position 12, a circuit is closed from ground throu^ the lower inner contacts of •

cams I and J, make contact of the T relay, lower Inner contacts of cams P and G-, to

battery througli the inner winding of the L relay. The L relay operates in this cir-

cuit and lochs in a circuit from battery through its inner winding and mshe contact,

to ground on cam I, advancing the switch to position 13, The A cam advances the

switch to position 14, In position 14, a circuit Is closed from ground on the aima-

ture of the L rsl^, through the lower inner and the upper outer contacts of cam E,

to batteiy through the ROWS magnet, causing this selector to move downward, Mion

the selector reaches normal ground on the Y conanutator brush and segnent is connecte

to the R magnet through the upper inner contact of cam C, advancing the switch uo

position 17, VShen the smtch advances the L relay releases, thereby releasing ^he

ROW magnet and the T and TB relays release. In position 17 a circuit is closed

from ground through the contacts of the busy bade interrupter, through

tacts of cam 0, outer winding of the T relay and inner contacts of camK, to battery,

alternately operating and releasing the T relay. The operation of the T relay

a circuit from the busy bach tone circuit, through the 19-AN resistance,

of cam L, maKe contact of the T relay, inner contacts of cam M, over the
-ta ^

the trunk: end through the v;lnding of the repeating coil in the associated se-

lector circuit to ground, giving a busy tons to the calling subscriber, A

also closed from battery through the lower inner and upper outer contacts ot cam

18-AT resistance, make contact of the T relay, through the inner contacts o
!

the tip side of the trunk, winding of the supervisory relay (whan provided j
ana

^
ing coil in the associated Incoming selector circuit, to ground, causing the '

relay to operate and release as controlled by the T relay, Whan the calling
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or operator disconnects, the associated incoming selector returns to normal, releasing
the IK relay. The release of the ^IK relay advances the switch to position 18, Prom
this point on, the circuit functions as described under ’’Disconnection”,

PIHSg.BUP NQg ALT. LITTO.q ng P,B,X. GROUP BUSY-

lO. If the sleeve brush is resting on the sleeve tetminal of a busy P,B,X, line
other than the last in the group when the svd.tch enters position 9, the TB relay oper-
ates in a circuit from ground through the lower inner contacts of cam I and E, v^indings

< of the P,B,K, and TB relays, make contact of the T relay, lower inner and upper outer
contacts of cam L and s brush, to battery on the sleeve texminal of the busy P,B,X,

^ line, The 3?B relay operated closes the holding circuit through the inner winding of the
T relay, 3^e P,B,X, relay does not operate at this time due to the high resistance of
the busy P,B,X, sleeve circuit, The B relay operated, advances the switch to position
10, the A cam advancing it to position 11,. Ihe L relay releases when the sv/itch ad-
vances beyond position 9, In position 11 the L relay re-operates in a circuit from
ground through the lower inner contacts of cams 1 andj, make contact of the T relay,
break contact of the P,B,X, relay, inner contacts of cam G, to battery through the inner
winding of the L relay, Ihe L relay operated, closes a circuit from ground on its aima-
ture, to battery through the LOW SPEED magnet causing the selector to move upward and
hunt for an idle P,B,X, line. When an idle line is found the TB relay releases and the

< holding circuit through the inner winding of the T relay is opened, but the T relay does

^

not release immediately due to a circuit being closed from ground through the 0 commutat'c

r

brush and segment, upper outer and lower inner contacts of cam 0, outer winding of the 5?

relay, inner contacts of cam N, to battery through the outer winding of the L relay.
When the brushes are centered on the idle line terminals, the circuit through the C
commutator brush and segment is opened, and the X relay releases, in turn releasing the
L relay, The release of the L relay advances the switch to position 12, and opens the
circuit through the LOW SPEED magnet, stopping the upward movement of the selector. In
position 12 a circuit is closed fpcsn ground through the lower inner contacts of cans I

and J , break contact of the T relay, lowei* Inner contacts of cam B, to battery through
the E magnet, advancing the switch to position 13, the A cam advancing the switch to
position 14, Prom this point on the circuit functions as described under ’’Individiial
Line or first line of a P,B,X, group not busy ”,

EOTE:- The adjustment of the 0 commutator brush, with relation to the tripped
sleeve multiple brush, is such that it does not break contact Vidth the C
conmutator segment until slightly after the holding circuit through the
inner winding of the L relay is opened by the sleeve brush leaving the
busy terminal and is making contact with the sleeve terminal of the idle
line. The LS magnet remains operated and the selector continues to move
upward until the brushes are carried slightly above the center of the idle

line terminals, allowdng the locking pawl to enter the notch on the rack
attached to the brush support rod. At this time the holding circuit

through the outer vdnding of the T relay is opened at the C commutator,

releasing the T relay. The T relay, released, opens the holding circuit

through the inner winding of the L relay. The L relay releases discon-

necting ground from the commutator feed bar G, and releasing the LS magnet.

The selector then drops into place, thus centering the brushes on the line
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Sr
t*d

terminals. During S*B.X. tainting in
“'^^ground^ir^the armature

fd. feed ground le suppliad through cams
ralav. This is to prevent the

of the h relay, a^ under control of the T
through the C comu-

re-operation of the L relay h^
the selector or as it drops

tator brush and segment, on the overthrow if the seise o

into place.

iT.T. P,R,X. r.TWF.3 OF A GBODP BBSS

11. If all the P.B.X. lines of a group
s^^eve^brSh^m^es contact vdth

in position 11, the P.B.^
f L e^ned under (IKDIVIDB* LIHB

the sleeve terminal pf th© last line ox g P
rela^. ^The L relay releases

BUSY) opening the circuit throu^ the ^nding o
qtoPPing the upward movement of

opfning tL Xcuit through the LOW SeEffl
s^tch to position 12. ^rom

the selector. The release of the L relay
, nnder "IHDIVIDDAL LIKE BUST",

this point on. the circuit functions as desorlbed under IWiViiAj

pnnq^TTJT?. TRRl}IUGr OF SUBSCHIBER^§^L1Ma

12 . Whon used in connection with a
gang o^patobing cords. The

connected to the corresponding jaoKs in t e es
-ipp^or and sender circuits used in

Tesrset supplants the f®,t“ufy'tfo^htfsel^ftore
test-

fvoT^alPtine a call. fitisl selector is haia ^ fundamental circuit is

by" oir*!. connected to the ele^e ofjacj. T-l.^^a
^ ,

closed through cam 4 and
*With the above exception, the circuit

tho line, as whon used on a (BSGOLAR OiihL).
previously described until the

functions the sacie under control of the test set,
^ ^ oirouit normally i^sea to

Sfcrr:ares^3ltion 6 With the switc^ in^P^a^ti.n

atrci°r 0°u^ "ASltr:; bfAfer:nA ?er/inj.e

a "stepping" ^^ey, in the
^ ^elay. The L f^y operated^ol

.

oirouit through ja^c T«l. op
.va ooie^otor up to the terminals --qTqv thus

throueJi the LS “agnet ^ioh moves the seleo^o ^^P^
circuit, releasing the L relgr.

The fundamental oirouit is than
^ selected step-by-step. To

a "dis-
stopping the seleotor. U1 the

to ^gators the circuit the
lector to test In another group

•mhioh opens the holding oi^.u
^tnt on

the

Hp.TE§S_Il^U^
. , , „ circuit is closed in

13 on "no test" calls made over though the upper ouwr

position 7 from battery on the r^^^ s
^ ^ „pper ih^®^

from tettsry

Lner contacts of
r*®:3r3^Ve T relay, operated, closes a ciroui

J to ground, operating- the i rexay.
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ground on cam J^advlnci^^hr^s^itcr^^ ^

fSS.ihTr:S“r™” ’ *” s^ri’s sijy
the L ral^ advanolne thn n- v *

contact of cam B, to grotaid. on the anaature of

in 9 thr^efirt^®!!^ f to position 12. since the I relay dees not operate

omitted! !fp!LS!n Jf is

inner c^ntLt"^! d» bJ
the R magnet. lo..r

the s\7itoh to position 13 t« ^ COTtact of the T relay, to ground on cam J, advancing

vanang the aXh t^U^tien «!
°"

PEEhLi'KJHli! Bg-gARP^

fore the
removed from the sleeve of the incoming circuit at any time be-

throngh the upper lmercon^ct°of*oam I^to'th
connecting ground

until the switch returns tn nnrr„ i
sleeve lead malting the selector busy

ground on its right amatura thrnu^h
relay released, also closes a circuit from

switch to position 14 r®'
position 15. She return 1

*
5
® *1® i- relay advances the switch to

neotion".
*° uoitnal from this point on is as described under "Pisoon-

lELL MS

ticnfl r ?nr ??
‘'aval to the tell tala position during selection in posi-

se^'n!’ toir ^ oomnu^tor brus^ and

svruch toVeitior? o^ir Sh
°®“ °* ‘°^'>attery throu^ the B magnet, advancing the

as d!scr?b^ ^d!r ^nft 5
Ihe mrttoh advances from position 7 or 12 to position 15

Grcu! not Bus^ L ~torn if**®"
•’inaivldnal line or First line of a P.B.X.

"iisoonMotlM"’ 15 takes place as desorlbed under
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OPSRigS

CIROUIT

ICT-OPliaA^

/ E566 Test ,019 amp^ Te st ,010 amp.
(ffi) Beadj, ,017 amp. Beadj» ,011 amp.

- E547 Test ,»049 amp. lest ,029 amp.
MI)
filter Vfdg.

Eeadj , ,046 amp. He adj , ,0vXr amp.

(400)

Inner Wig. Test •Ol6 amp.
(900)

EE27 Test •0165 amp. Teat ,0095 amp,

(1) Headj, .015 amp. Heads , ,010 amp,
dinner Wdg,
{‘.‘.000)

I

Outer IVdg,

(£00 )

sp’.,, tg
i).-wQ6’’3

Coded 3551

'2,IZS2

(I'B)

Test *042 amp«

Test *0268 amp,
Readj , *0254 amp.

Test ,0065 angp,

Rgadj, ,0062 amp^

Test •0205 smpi

Rsadj^ •0215 ompft

RELEASE

Test ,0009 amp.
Bead^. ,001 amp.

MG.—BOC-JO,
7/18/21,

Cai»B.-.-CE\V, APPROVED - C,. L. SLUYTEE, GJI.L.


